’Mini Vault’ Series Safe Installation
Instructions – Key & Electronic Versions
The Securikey ‘Mini Vault‘ series of Safes are designed to be positioned and secured to
either wall and/or floor.
Please read all instructions before commencing installation!
Location:
The decision on where to site and install your safe should take into consideration its
concealment and make possible attack methods more difficult. Where possible site the
safe so as to restrict access to the bottom, sides and top. When fixing a safe to the floor
up and against a wall, any obstacles such as skirting board should be removed so there
is no gap between the back of the safe and the wall.
Select a good sound, level wall and/or floor to which to install your safe, ensuring that no
services will be interfered with.
The safe must be anchored to the floor or to the wall (preferably both) and there are fixing
holes provided for this purpose in the base and back of the safe. The type of fixing bolt to
be used depends on the structure to which the safe is to be anchored. The safe is
supplied with commonly used anchor bolts. Should it be necessary to affix to structures
where other types of fixing are better suited, it will be necessary to buy specific fixing
bolts, which can normally be found in any hardware store.
Anchoring procedure:
 Place the Mini Vault in the desired location and check that full access to the safe will
be possible when installed.
 Using the safe as a template, mark the fixing position on the surface to be drilled.
 Using a 14mmØ concrete bit, drill a hole to a depth of 70mm.
 Remove the dust from the hole using a vacuum cleaner.
 Lightly tighten the pre-assembled bolt to force the tapered nut into the bolt sleeve so it
just holds in place.
 When the nut is held by the sleeve insert the bolt assembly into the pre-drilled hole
checking to ensure there is sufficient hole depth to allow the correct insertion of the
ground anchor. This means that the anchor shield assembly is sitting just below the
floor/wall surface.
 Remove the bolt leaving the sleeve and nut in the drilled hole.
 Reposition the safe, place a washer on the fixing bolt and insert the fixing bolt through
the safe body and tighten as necessary.
The ‘Key’ locking safe version is equipped with a high-security lock with 2 double-bitted
keys. Keep the spare key in a secure place, not in the safe!
For further assistance please contact your local stockist or alternatively contact:
Securikey Limited, PO Box 18, Aldershot, Hampshire GU12 4SL
Telephone: 01252 311888/9 Facsimile: 01252 343950
Email: enquiries@securikey.co.uk
http://www.securikey.co.uk

